In prior work, we examined the possibility of sound generation from colon tissue scan data using vocal synthesis models. In this work, we review key results and present extensions to the prior work. Sonification entails the mapping of data values to sound synthesis parameters such that informative sounds are produced by the chosen sound synthesis model. We review the physical equations and technical highlights of a vocal synthesis model developed by Cook. Next we present the colon tissue scan data gathered, and discuss processing steps applied to the data. Finally, we review preliminary results from a simple sonification map. New findings regarding perceptual distance of vowel sounds are presented 1 2 .
INTRODUCTION
We seek an intuitive means of representing and analyzing highly dimensional and complex data. Sonification [1, 2] attempts to provide such a means by generating sound based on a selected set of data values. In a typical sonification scenario, data values (e.g. from a tissue scan, or financial trends) are mapped to the parameters of a sound synthesis model (e.g. a model of a wind instrument such as a flute). The sound produced is intended to aid the observer in analyzing and classifying the data observed.
In a prior work [3] , we explored the possibility of generating sound from colon tissue scan data using vocal synthesis models. In this work, we review key results and present extensions. 1 Ryan J. Cassidy supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada and The Banff Centre (Banff, Canada).
2 Supported by DARPA award F41624-03-1-7000.
CASCADED-TUBE-SECTION VOCAL SYNTHESIS MODEL
The synthesis model we present is a vocal synthesis model proposed by Cook[4] , in which distinct vowel sounds are produced by varying the radii of a series of acoustic tube sections, a process intended to simulate the changing shape of the human vocal tract. When this tract model is driven by a generic glottal waveform, as shown in Figure 1 , approximations to distinct vowel sounds are produced at the model output.
Excitation Sources (voiced/unvoiced)
Vocal Tract Transfer Fuction (resonators in cascade or in parallel) Synthesized Voice Fig. 1 . Source-filter model diagram, wherein a glottal waveform (the source) is applied to a filter capturing the resonances of the vocal tract [5] .
The aforementioned series of acoustic tube sections is approximated using a digital waveguide model [6] . To understand this model, we first review the physics of a single acoustic tube section, whose cross-section is illustrated in Figure 2 (respectively). We focus on an infinitesimal element of the tube (shown in Figure 2 ). By Newton's second law, 
If we assume a constant proportion between excess density 
Combining Equation (2) and Equation (6) yields
which is the well-known one-dimensional wave equation. As shown by d'Alembert [7] , the pressure and volume velocity above, each adhering to the wave equation, may be decomposed into left-and right-traveling wave components as follows:
and
Combining Equation (2), Equation (8), and Equation (9) 
If we further define the characteristic tube impedance
then we have
The traveling disturbances represented by Equation (8) and Equation (9) propagate at a speed i , and thus a section of tube of length ¤ may be simulated using a pair of continuous delays (one for each traveling wave component) of size 
In a discrete-time system with sampling rate g
, we obtain a delay of
samples [8] .
When two acoustic tube sections are joined together, the relationship between right-and left-traveling wave components, noting that the pressure at the junction
, may be derived as follows: 
Finally, using Equation (13), we can express the scattering parameter as a function of 
The relationships of Equation (30) and Equation (31) may be implemented by a block diagram shown at the bottom of Figure 4 . Moreover, the right-and left-traveling wave components of a series of acoustic tubes may be modeled using the larger block diagram of Figure 4 , with a scattering junction inserted between each pair of tubes to model the impedance discontinuity. The scattering junctions shown are known as Kelly-Lochbaum scattering junctions [9] , and it is by modifying the scattering parameters of these junctions that different vocal tract shapes (and hence, different vocal sounds) result. By allowing our sonification data to modify the tract radii according to a mapping, different and intuitive vowel sounds result.
We have yet to discuss the excitation signal used as input to our tract model. This signal represents the pressure waveform at the glottal folds of the human vocal mechanism. The period of this waveform gives the vocal sound its fundamental frequency, and also controls its volume. Though we could well allow our data to modify these parameters, we choose instead to keep the fundamental frequency and amplitude of the glottal waveform constant. More details regarding the waveform may be found in [4] . 
HYPERSPECTRAL TISSUE IMAGE DATA
The highly dimensional data we have chosen for sonification is obtained from hyperspectral scans of normal and abnormal colon tissue, the abnormal tissue being potentially cancerous. The data has been collected by our colleagues at Yale University [10] . For each spatial point in a specimen of colon tissue, light transmittances in each of 128 spectral bands are obtained using a Nikon Biophot microscope, with a technique known as Hadamard spectroscopy [10] . Each specimen measures roughly 0.5 mm by 0.5 mm in size, and gives an image of 491 by 652 pixels (128 values per pixel).
In the study of [10] , 15 normal and 46 abnormal specimens were examined, samples of which are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 6 .
DATA PREPROCESSING
As discussed in [10] , the 128 dimensions per pixel are reduced to 3 via a series of techniques including Principal Components Analysis (PCA), Local Discriminant Bases (LDB) [11] , and a Nearest-Neighbour Classifier [10] . The final three dimensions give the probabilities that the point in the specimen belongs to abnormal nucleic tissue, normal nucleic tissue, and non-nucleic tissue (respectively). Examples of preprocessed specimens are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 7 .
IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

Parameter Mapping and Distance Preservation
In order to sonify the processed tissue data, we require a quantitative means of mapping data values to synthesis model parameters (in this case, these are the radii of adjacent tube is the distance between the sounds produced by the two points. While, in our current situation, the quantitative distance between data points is reasonably well understood (and provided implicitly), the quantitative distance between vowel sounds in perceptual space is less clear. A quantitative model for the perceptual distance between vowel sounds, however, has been investigated and provided by Pols et al. [12] . Such a metric has been derived empirically using Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and multidimensional scaling techniques. Further research on timbre perception is also available [13] . With such a metric in hand, the task of deriving a map becomes possible using multidimensional scaling techniques such as those discussed in [14] .
Preliminary Sonification Using Cook's Model
As a preliminary sonification example, we adopt Cook's 8-section tract model, and tube section radii corresponding to two different vowel sounds: 
for the sound /a/ as in father. Next we take the first element of the probability triple of a selected point in the specimen, and interpolate linearly between the two sounds: 
The result is the dominance of the sound /i/ when abnormal nucleic tissue is selected, and the dominance of the sound /a/ when normal nucleic tissue is selected. Spectrograms of the vowel sounds have been produced [3] .
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a vocal synthesis model and its application to sonification of hyperspectral colon tissue images. Opportunities for future work include the derivation of a distance-preserving map between data points and points in the perceptual space of vowel sounds, and the sonification of other complex data sets. The use of human vowel sounds provides an intuitive and easily-learned representation for the purpose of data analysis and classification, and the related implications of sonification are broad.
